The main aim of this paper is to find normal bases for spaces of continuous functions . Therefore we start by recalling some definitions and some previous results.
Let K be a non-archimedean valued field and suppose that K is complete for its valuation ¡ .J . Take M C K compact, infinite, and let C(M~K) be the Banach space of continuous functions from M to K, equipped with the supremum norm .
Let E be a non-archimedean Banach space over a non-archimedean valued field K. Let el, e2 . . . . be a finite or infinite sequence of elements of E. We say that this sequence is orthogonal if lia l el + ---+ akekil _ max{~~aje¡11 : i = 1, . . . , k} for all k in hY (or for all k that do not exceed the length of the sequence) and for all al, . . . . Ok This leads us to the following definition:
If E is a non-archimedean Banach space over a non-archimedean valued field K, then a family (ei) of elements of E is a (ortho)normal basis of E if the family (ei) is orthonormal and also a basis .
An equivalent formulation is
If E is a non-archimedean Banach space over a non-archimedean valued field K, then a family (ei) of elements of E is a (ortho)normal basis of E if each element x of E has a unique representation x = Exiei where i xi E K and xi -0 if i -oo, and if the norm of x is the supremurn of the norms of xi .
In [6, chapter 5, 5 .27 and 5.33] we find the following theorem which is due to Y. Amice : Theorem 1.
Let K be a non-archimedean valued field, complete with respect to its norm I . I, and let M be a compact, infinite subset of K.
Let (un) be an injective sequence in M.
Define po(x) = 1, pn(x) = (x -un-r)pn-1(x) for n > l, qn(x) _ rn (x) Pn(Un) ' 
Then (qn(x)) forms a normal basis for C(M --> K) if and only if
Ilgnll =1 (dn) .
If (qn(x)) forms a normal basis for C(M --> K) and f is an element of C(M -> K), then 00 f (x) = 1: angn(x) where an = pn(un) n-0
We remark that there always exist sequences (qn(x)) such that Ilgnll = 1 for all n.
We will call a sequence of polynomials (pn(x)) a polynomial sequence if Pn is exactly of degree n for all n.
After all there definitions, we now give a survey of the results in this article.
In Section 2 of this paper, K is a non-archimedean complete field, and M is a compact, infinite subset of K . In Theorems 2 and 3 we will give necessary and sufficient conditions for a polynomial sequence (pn(x)) to be a normal basis for C(M , K) .
In Sections 3, 4, 5 and 6 we consider the following situation : Zp is the ring of p-adic integers, Qp the field of p-adic numbers, and K is a non-archimedean valued field, K containing Qp, and we supppose that K is complete for the valuation J .J, which extends the p-adic valuation . Let a and q be two units of Zp, q not a root of unity. We define Vq to be the closure of the set {ag' I n = 0, 1, 2, . . . }. A description of the set Vq will be given in Section 3 (Lemmas 4 and 5) . In Section 4, Theorem 4, we will give necessary and sufficient conditions for a polynomial sequence (rn(x)) to be a normal basis for C(Vq --> K) . give here is only valid when we work with a discrete valuation .
If we put
In Section 6, Theorem 6 we show that basis for C(Vq > K), where the valuation of K does not Nave to be discrete, as was the case in the previous section .
To prove this, we need the results of Section 5. n { and we can give an expression for the coefficients bn(s) , which is analogous to the expression in (1) . This result can be found in Proposition 1 of Section 6. Acknowledgement. I want to thank Professor Van Hamme and Professor Caenepeel for the advice and the help they gave me during the preparation of this paper.
. Normal bases for C(M ---> K)
In this section, K, is a non-archimedean valued field, complete with respect to his norm J . J, and M is a compact, infinite subset of K.
Before we generalize Amice's Theorem, we give a lemma. Proof. n There exist coefficients cj such that p(x) _ 1: cjgj (x) . Now suppose j=o that Ip(ui)l < IIpII for all i, 0 < i < n. This will lead to a contradiction .
Supposing that Ip(ui)I < Ilpll for all i, 0 <_ i <_ n, we will prove by induction that le ¡ ¡ < Ilpll for 0 < i < n. n Now p(uo) = Ecjgj(u0) = co, so ¡col < IIpII . j=0 n Further, p(ul) _ E cjgj(ul) = co + cl, so ICo + cli < IIpll, and comj=0 bining this with the previous we find Icl I < IIpII .
Suppose we already have that Icil < IIpII for 0 < i < k < n.
lipli . Since Icil < jipi¡ for 0 < i < k < n and since IIgj1I = 1, we find that So we may conclude that Icil < jipi¡ for 0 <_ i _< n.
But then we have, since (qn(x)) forms a normal basis (Theorem 1), Jipi¡ = máx {ICil} < IIpil which is clearly a contradiction . Proceeding from the theorem of Amice, we can marke more normal bases with the following theorem:
Let (qn(x)) be a normal basis as found in Theorem 1 . n Define pn(x) = r-Cn ;jgj(x), Cn ;j E K, Cn :n 7~0 . It is clear that the norm of pn must equal one . Since (qn(x)) forms a normal basis, this implies that ICn ;II < 1 . n There exist coefficients dn ;j such that qn = r_ dn ;jpj (x) and so we j=o have 1 = II~inII = máx {Id n ;jl} SO Idn ; n 1 < 1 . O<j<n n n j n n lillrther, qn = E dn ;jpj (x) = 1:d n ;j j:cj ;igti = Eqi r_ dn ;j Cj ;á and j=o j=o i=o i=0 j=i thiS implies dn ;ncn ;n = 1 . Combining this with the fact that Idn ;nl <_ 1 and ICn ;n1 <_ 1, we conclude Idn ;nl = 1 and ICn ;n1 = 1 .
We now preve the other implication . If max {Ibnl} > 0, then put I = {nI0 < n < kl Ibn l = max {Ibjl}} .
0<n<k 0<j<k
There exists an N such that N = max{i E I} .
We have k bnPn(x)<_ max {Ib.Pn(x)I} <IbNI, and so I n=0 0<n<k k E bnPn II < max {Ibnl}-
, where n=0 n=O n=N+1
we have 1I f 11 < Omak{Ibnl}, 11 f 11 < omnaxk{Ibnl} (strict inequality) . i) <~=> ii) follows from Theorem 2, using the expression pn(x) = n 1: Cn ;jgj(x), and fi) <~=> iii) follows from the fact that (pn(x)) forms a j=o normal basis.
The set VQ
From now on, K is a non-archimedean valued field, K contains Qp, and K is complete for the valuation J .¡, which extends the p-adic valuation .
The aim now is to find normal bases for the space C(VQ --> K) . Therefore, we start by giving a description of the set Vq (Lemmas 4 and 5 below) .
If b is an element of ZP, b -1 (mod p), x an element of 7G P , then we put bx = 1im bn . The mapping : ZP --> Z P : x --> F is continuous. and so ap -1 (mod p r+1) , a p # 1 (mod pr+z).
If we continue in this way, we find: aps -1 (mod pr+s), aps 1 (mod pr+l+s ) .
Now take k such that 2 < k < p -1 .
k-y cannot be a multiple of p, since neither k or y is divisible by p.
So ak = 1 (mod pr) , ak # 1 (mod pr+1) . Let n be an element of No. If we combine the previous results then we find Ca n -1 (mod p r+or,p n) , an # 1 (mod pr+l+ordy n) .
The lemma follows by continuity.
Lemma 3.
Let a be an element of 7G2, a -3 (mod 4). Define a natural number n by a = 1 + 2 + 22E, E = so + El2 + E22 2 + . . . , Eo = El = . . . = En-1 = 1, En = 0 .
If /3 E 7G2\{0}, ord2 /3 = 0 then aQ-1(mod2) aa 1(mod 4) .
If ,l E Z2\{0}, ord2 ,C3 = k > 1 then Proof. ao -1(mod 2n+2+ord20 ) aa 1(mod 2n+3+ord2 /0) a = 3 + 4E. Hence a2 = 1 + 23 (1 + E) (1 + 2E) . Since E = Eo + El2 + E22 2 + . . . , Eo = El = . . . = En-1 = 1, En = 0, ord2(1 + 2E) = 0, we llave a2 -1 (mod 2n+3), a2~á 1 (mod 2n+4) . So a2k -1 (mod 2'-F2+k) a2k~A 1 (mod 2n+3+k) (k > 1) .
In an analogous way as in the previous lemma, we show If s E No, ord2 s = 0, then as -1 (mod 2), as # 1 (mod 4).
If s E No, ord2 s = k >_ 1, then as -1 (mod 2n+2+ord2 s), as 1 (mod 2n+3+ord2 s) .
In the following lemma, m is the smallest integer such that qm -1 (mod p) . (Remark : 1 < m < p -1) .
Lemma 4.
Let qm -1 (mod p'°), qm 1 (mod p'°+1) .
If (p, ko) 0 (2, 1), then Vq = U {x E 7 p I ix -agrl < p-ko} .
O<r<m-1
Proof. We take the m balls {x E 7Z p i I x -aqr I < p-'O}, 0 < r < m -1 . Every element agr(gm)n (0 _< r < m -1, n E N) belongs to one of these balls : l agr(qm)n -agrl = Iagrl I(gm)n -lI < p-ko (Lemma 2) .
Since VQ is the closure of {agnIn = 0, 1, 2. . . . } _ {agr(gm)n10 <_ r _< m -1, n E N}, we have that U {x E 7Zp i ix -aqr 1 < p -k.} D VQ . o<r<m-1 The m halls {x E 7G p i Ix-aqr 1 < p'0 } are pairwise disjoint: take r, s E {0,1, ,m-l}, r a s e.g. r > s, then I aqr -aqs I = laqs I q r-s _ 1 I = 1 .
We remark that it is impossible to take balls with a smaller radius : Iagr -agrgml = I agrl 1 1 -qm 1 = p-k°.
Let r be fixed: {x E 7Gp i Ix -aqr I < p-ko } . We take the following p elements of VQ : agr(qm)O, agr(gm)1 . . .
Each of these elements belongs to {x E Zp i Ix -aqr <_ p-ko} : 1agr(q')z -aqr l = Iagr l I (qm)z -11 :5 p-ko by Lemma 2 (0 < i < p -1).
Furthermore, if i, j E {0, 1, . . . ,p -1}, i :,,~j, soy i > j, then lag r (q m ) Z -agr(qm)'I = Iagr(qm)jj I(gm)Z-i -11 = p-ko by Lemma 2 since0<i-j<p-1 .
So these p elements define p disjoint balls with radius p-(k°+ 1) which cover {x E ZpI ix -agrl < p-ko} .
We take {x E ZpI Ix -agr (qm )'I < p-(ko+1)}, i E {O,1, . . . , p fixed.
Take the p elements ag r( q m)i+jP , 0 <_ j < p -1 .
These elements belong to {x E 7G p i Ix -ag r( q m)ZI < p-(ko+1)} :
agr(qm)2+7P-agr(qm)a1 = lag r (gm ) Z I I (q m ) jP-11 < p-(ko+1) by Lemma 2 (0 < j < p -1) . Furthermore, if j, k E {O,1, . . . , p -1}, k :~ j, say k > j, then
by Lemma 2 since 0 < k -j < p -1 . So these p elements define p disjoint balls with radius p-
which cover {x E 7Zpl Ix-agr(qm)i1 < p-(ko+1) } .
We can continue this way. Suppose we have {x E Zp1 Ix -ag r( q m)2O+i1P+" . +inP " I < p-(ko+n+1)}, ¡o,ii, . . . . i n E {O,1, . . .,P -1}, ¡o,ii, " . .,in fixed. We take the p elements agr( qm)?O+i1P+'inP"+án+'P" +1 0 < in+1 < p-1 . All these elements belong to {x E 7Gp 11 x -agr( qm)ZO+21p+"'+inpn l So these p elements define p disjoint balls with radius p-(ko+n+2) which cover {x E 7G p I Ix -ag r( q m)'iO+i1P+--+inPn I < p-(ko+n+1)} .
Continuing this way, we find closed balls with radius tending to zero and whose centers are elements of {aqn I n = 0, 1, 2. . . . }, and these balls cover U {x E 7Zp I Ix -aqr I <_ p -ko } . So U {x E Z P I Ix - 2-(N+3) by Lemma 3 (k E N) . Since Vq is the closure of {agnl n = 0, 1, 2. . . . }, we have that {x E Z2I Ix -al <_ 2-(N +3)} U {x E Z2I Ix -aqI < 2-(tv+3)} Vq .
The balls {x E Z2I Ix-al <_ 2 -(N+ 3 )} and {x E Z2I Ix-aqI < 2-(N+3)} are disjoint : I aq -al = ¡al Iq -lI = 2-1 .
We remark that it is impossible to take balls with a smaller radius : lag 2-al = ¡al Iq 2 -1I = 2 -( N +3 ) and Iag 1+2-aqI = Iagl Iq2-l1 = 2-(w+3) (Lemma 3) .
F~om now on, we can prove the Lemma in an analogous way as Lemma 4.
We will need these lemmas in the sequel . Therefore, we need some notations .
We introduce the following : Proof. . i) follows immediately from the definition, ii) and iii) follow from i) .
1, since
A . VERDOODT
The polynomials ~ are the Gauss-polynomials .
We will need the following properties of these symbols :
[k] = 1 and since { X Definition.
The following properties are easily verified :
Lemma 7.
x n is continuous.
(q -1)ngn(n-1)/tan so (x ni (n ) _ j(q -1)nl .
If f : V q -4 K then we define the operator Dq as follows:
Proof. n We know we can write xn as xn = r_ ak(x -a) (k) . Since D g xn = k-o
[n] n-1 and if we apply the operator D q k times and put x = a, we find
Lemma 7 and it's proof can also be found in [5, p. 121] .
Lemma 8 . Corollary .
({ n }) forms a normal basis for C(V q , K) .
Proof. .
Put un = aqn .
Theorem 4.
Let (pn(x)) be a polynomial sequence in K[x] which forms a normal basis for C(Vq --> K), and let (rn(x)) be a polynomial sequence such that n n rn x) = r-C n;jpj (x) = E bn;j xj , Cn ;j , bn;j E K> Cn :n z,~0 , bn :n j=o j=o Then the following are equivalent : i) (rn(x)) forms a normal basis for C(V q -> K) . 
More bases for C(Vq , QP)
We want to make new normal bases, using the basis 417 Now, if E is a non-archimedean Banach space over a non-archimedean valued field L, and E has a normal basis, then the norm of E satisfies the following condition : for each element x of E there exists v in L such that the norm of x is equal to ¡vi . Y. Amice Q2, p. 82]) calls this condition (N) .
So, if we want to make more normal bases for C(,, ---> Qp) we can use the following result ([2, p. 82, Prop. 3.1 .5]):
Let E be a Banach space over a non-archimedean valued field L. If L has a discrete valuation and if E satisfies condition (N), then for a family (en) of E for which en 11 < 1 for all n the following are equivalent : i) (e n) is a normal basis of E, ii) (p(en)) is a basis of the vector space É. where Eo = {x E El j1ell < l}, Eó = {x E El ¡¡el¡ < l}, E = Eo/Eó and p is the canonical projection of Eo on É.
Since the valuation of L has to be discrete, we use this result to find normal bases for C(VQ -> Qp) . We start with some lemmas .
Lemma 10.
If n is zero or i + j is strictly smaller then n, then the lemma surély holds.
From now on we suppose i + j greater than n.
If i + j is equal to n then i + j is equal to one and
the only term different from zero is the term where k equals i.
From now on we proceed by (double) induction .
LznjJ-in7 Proof. . The lemma holds if s is equal to zero. If qm -1 (mod p ko), qm t 1 (mod pko+ 1) with (p, ko) =,A (2, l), we then have Vq = U {x E 7Gp~x -aqr < p-ko} (Lemma 4) .
0<r<m-1
So Vq is the union of m disjoint balls with radius p -ko . By the proof of Lemma 4, we have that Vq is the union of mpt disjoint balls with radius p-(ko+t) and with centers agr(gm)k, 0 < r < m -1, 0<k<pt.
-_ Take x, y E {aqj jj = 0, 1, 2, . . . } with ix -y¡ _< p-(ko+c) . Then, by Lemmms 2 and 4, there exist natural numbers n.,: and ny such that x = agr(qm)n-and y = ag r (g m ) ny wlth Inx -ny1 < p-t (n, ny E N) . Then F~lrther, n~-~n~_ I r _ + n nx -Ir+ ?mn y r + mnx~_ m(nx -ny) + r + mny n ~ n r + mny n since 1 < k < n < mpt and 1nx -ny 1 < P-t. The lemma holds if s is equal to zero.
By the proof of Lemma 5, we have that Vq is the union of 2t disjoint balls with radius 2-(N-4-2-'-') and with centers aq n , 0 < n < 2' (t > 1).
Take x, y E {aqj jj = 0, 1, 2. . . . } with ix -y1 <_ 2-(N+2+t) . Then, by Lenlmas 3 and 5 we must have that x = ag nx and y = agny with lnx -n. l < 2-t (n, ny E N) . Theñ So { n } -{ n }~< 1/2 and this also holds if n is zero.
Finally, if s is greater then one,
Since C(,, , Qp) has a normal basis, its norm satisfies condition (N), and so we can use [2, p. 82, Prop. 3.1.5] to prove the following : This proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 1 .1 in [3] . Let K be as in Chapters 3 and 4. We want to show that ({ }in n forms a normal basis for C(Vq -K) . To prove this, we need the results from Section 5. We remark that the valuation of K does not have to be discrete, as was the case in Section 5. This follows from the fact that (x-a)(') =~n (q -1 )n g n(n-1)/2 an. lf we put s equal to one in Proposition 2, we find Jackson's interpolation formula for continuous functions from Vq to K ( [5] ). which gives us a uniformly convergent series .
